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Colours & patterns may 
vary from those shown

L50S  NEOPRENE  Jackets - Child & Junior

Great looking neoprene outer L50S jackets offering superior 
comfort and style in 2 attractive colour combinations. 
Great for most watersports in enclosed sheltered waters.
Ideal jacket for waterskiing, jetskiing, canoeing Etc.
Multi-layered foam inner for greater comfort and fit.
Various colours in 4 x child & junior sizes to get the best fit.
2 x adjustable waist straps.  AS4758 approved L50S.

RWB7097 Small child 10 - 15 Kg
RWB7098 Child 15 - 25 Kg
RWB7099 Small junior 25 - 40 Kg
RWB7100 Junior 25 - 60 Kg

Doggy  PFD’s
A buoyancy aid for dogs to give added security to you and 
your pet.  Padded for comfort and includes a lifting grab 
handle and webbing attachment straps.  
Bright yellow/blue colour with doggy paw print pattern.

RWB7076 Small dog 4.5 Kg or under
RWB7077 Medium dog 4.5Kg to 16Kg
RWB7078 Large dog 16 to 34 Kg
RWB7079 XL dog 34kg +

L50  "Kayaka"  Jackets

L50S  NEOPRENE  Jackets - Adult

Great looking neoprene outer L50S jackets offering superior 
comfort and style in bright attractive colour combinations. 
Great for most watersports in enclosed or sheltered waters.
Ideal jacket for waterskiing, jetskiing, canoeing Etc.
Multi-layered foam inner for greater comfort and fit.
Various colour combinations in 6 sizes to get the best fit.
2 x adjustable waist straps.  AS4758 approved L50S.

RWB7106 XS Adult 40 - 70 Kg
RWB7105 Small Adult 60 - 70 Kg
RWB7101 Medium Adult 70 + Kg
RWB7102 Large Adult 70 + Kg
RWB7103 XL Adult 70 + Kg
RWB7104 XXL Adult 70 + Kg

Child pink
back view

Designed specifically for kayaking, canoeing and sailing.
This jacket offers very comfortable fit and the large arm 
holes allow great mobility for kayakers and dinghy sailors.
It has a body-wrapping ergonomically shaped torso 
and cross-chest harness to eliminate ride-up and fit 
the vest lower on the torso.  These features give the 
jacket even greater mobility, buoyancy and comfort.  
Nylon outer with foam inner.  AS4758 approved.
Also features a foam padded back and 2 x large 
zippered pockets on the front.  4 multifit sizes.

RWB7080 Junior 25 - 40 Kg
RWB7081 Small Adult 40 - 70 Kg
RWB7082 Med - Large Adult 70 + Kg
RWB7083 XL - XXL Adult 70 + Kg

2 x zippered
front pockets
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